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Schell Scenic Studio, Inc.
Backdrop Recommendations for

These limited selections can help you get started fi nding the appropriate drops for your production or event.

These are only some of the hundreds of backdrops available at Schell Scenic Studio.
These suggestions are the results of our customers’ choices in our many years of service to the theatre.
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Camelot

Camelot Scenic Backdrop #

Act I

Scene 1: A hilltop near Camelot - A long time ago ................................................................................................ #79-C
Scene 2: Near Camelot, immediately following ........................................................................................................ #60
Scene 3: Arthur’s study, fi ve years later ................................................................................................................ #24-IA
Scene 4: A roadside near Camelot, a few months later  ..........................................................................................  #100
Scene 5: A park near the castle, immediately following ................................................................................ #48, #48-D
Scene 6: A terrace of the castle, a few weeks later ................................................................................................... #5-A
Scene 7: The grandstand of the fi eld ........................................................................................................................ #108
Scene 8: The terrace, immediately following ........................................................................................................... #5-A
Scene 9: A corridor leading to the great hall, immediately following .................................................................. #24-IA
Scene 10: The great hall .......................................................................................................................................... #34-I

Act II

Scene 1: The castle garden, a few weeks later ............................................................................................... #5-A, #5-B
Scene 2: The terrace, a few weeks later ......................................................................................................... #5-A, #5-B
Scene 3: Near the forest of Morgan Le Fey, a few days later ......................................... #73-A, #73-B, #73-F, #79, #82
Scene 4: The forest of Morgan Le Fey, immediately following .........................................................................#79, #82
Scene 5: The corridor, that night .................................................................................................................... #5-A, #5-B
Scene 6: The Queen’s bedchamber, immediately following ................................................................................... #32-I
Scene 7: Camelot, several days later .............................................................................................................. #5-A, #5-B
Scene 8: A battlefi eld near Joyous Gard, a few weeks later ..................................................................... ##16, #60, #79
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Things to Do Before You Call:

   Have a calendar handy to check your dates.
  Make sure you know the exact day you need the drops to arrive and
  when you can ship them out again.

   Plan your rentals in advance.
During peak backdrop rental seasons (ie. December, June, etc.) it may

  be necessary to place your rental order 6 - 12 months in advance.

    Have your Schell Scenic Catalog on hand.
  Be sure you’ve reviewed our policies and procedures.

   Choose two or three back-up choices per backdrop.
   Make sure you write down second or third choices per backdrop.

   Check the measurements of your stage and the drops you
  are renting.
  Schell Scenic drops come in different dimensions. Make sure that your
  selected drops will fi t your venue.

   Have a credit card ready.
  To place a reservation on a backdrop you may be asked to do so with a
  major credit card.

   Get a purchase order number.
  Some organizations require that we place their purchase order
  numbers on invoices.

   Write down your Schell order number.
  We will use this number to access individual orders. Note: Your signed
  confi rmation is required before your order is ready to process.

   Know your business address.
  UPS can not guarantee timely delivery to residential addresses.
  This could cause the backdrops to arrive to you later than expected.


